Let us help to electrify the learning environment
in your classroom. Our programs engage on a
level that is out of the ordinary. Our presenters are
experts at involving all learners, and creating an
atomsphere that is warm, welcoming, and safe.
We cultivate an environment of Social Emotional
Learning (SEL). Through positivity and goaldirected behavior, students are encouraged to
self-manage, make positive choices, and support
their peers in a way that propels the conversation
so that ALL feel valued and validated.

Join us for a colorful, electrifying introduction to the
world of Fractions. Fraction Hero is our over-the-top
Super Hero who helps breathe life into fractions
for young learners. Learn and laugh with hands-on
materials and a trio of humor-filled programs that
must be seen to be believed.

Session 1: Fractions As Sharing

Our masked hero will welcome your class to the Math
Lab for an adventure into recognizing Fractions as
expressions of sharing and division. Learn along with
clay, fraction tiles, and a sharing mat!

Session 2: Number Lines

Fraction Hero takes on the evil villain Captain Irrational!
Your students will be bouncing around the number line
in no time! Fraction Hero competes in the Intergalactic
Olympics as your students use fraction tiles and a
colorful workbook to enhance the understanding of
fractions as numbers on the number line.

Session 3: Equivalence

We’ve cracked the code on making fractions fun, as
Fraction Hero takes on Pizza Pirate in a contest of
equivalent fractions! How can 5 be greater than 6?
Our high energy trilogy finishes big with lots of handson manipulataives, and plenty of humor and inquiry.
Each session is a separate video conference time/day.
Select one, two, or all three sessions. Grade 3

All of our programs have received the
CILC International Pinnacle Award for excellence.
Here’s what teachers and educators have to say:
“Each and every program is tailored to the
needs of the class and specifically to the
class interests.”
“This is a “once in a lifetime” opportunity that
every child should be able to enjoy.Simply the
best and most engaging programs I’ve ever
been a part of and can’t wait to do it again.”
“We have participated in other distance learning
experiences and I found this to be superior.
The activities were fun and engaging. The
information that was provided to us before was
helpful so that we could have everything set up.”

What do former Presidents, Doctors, and Judges
want to be?... an Astronaut! Join us for a behind the
scenes look at life through the eyes of astronauts
in space. Experience the wild world of life on the
International Space Station, taste astronaut food,
and feel the heat of a space shuttle tile at 2900°F!
Students navigate their own course of learning
through 12 different topics to explore. Engaging,
thought-provoking, and an unforgettable discussion
that provides your class with plenty of phenomena
to inspire even more love of learning. Grades K-12

The Great Lakes are the resting place for over 5,000
shipwrecks. Dive deep with Commander Robson and
examine the past through underwater archaeology.
Historic wrecks have a direct link to relevant and
topical factors such as storms, wars, navigational
challenges, and human error. An astonishing
conversation filled with humor and warmth from the
cold depths of the sea. Grades K-12.

Fire on all cylinders! This high powered program will jump start
your learning! Let’s bounce through the 7 different forms of energy
and deftly transform them from one kind to another. It’s eyepopping, mindblowing fun aligned to P-12 science standards. Best
of all, your students will receive a kit of experiments to conduct
live with our presenter. They become the teachers as they
share their discoveries about heat, light, electrical, mechanical,
chemical, and nuclear energy. Grades 3-7.

At the heart of all technology is the science behind Simple
Machines. Journey through time and space and get your hands
on some Simple Machines! Why just watch a video conference
when you can be an active participant? We ship a kit of Levers,
Pulleys, and Planes to your classroom for your students to
direct the learning and feel the force of effort through machines.
Laughter, clarity, and movement are orchestrated into singular,
yet powerful understandings that form the foundation of classical
mechanics and physics. Grades 3-7.
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Want to try something
extreme? Take a dive into the
Mysteries of the Great Lakes.
Invasive species, indigenous
species, mud puppies,
sun dogs, roll clouds and
shipwreck alley are only
some of the mysteries
your students will learn
Mission Commander
during this adventure.
Peter Robson
Mysteries will engage and
captivate learners of all ages and leave them wanting
more!!! Supported by videos, pictures, and a fully
interactive dialogue, your students will choose their
own areas of exploration as they unlock The
Mysteries of the Great Lakes. Grades K-12

Simple questions that confound even
college age learners! Let us tackle major
misconceptions head on. Mastering concepts
like sky patterns, seasons, rotation, and revolution
is engaging, colorful, and even musical! A hands-on
science kit is sent to your classroom to conduct
easy but profound experiments, live with our
presenter. Your students will go home ready to
teach others about Sunsets, Revolutions, and
Seasonal cycles with joy and wonder. We are
ready and excited to bring the P-12
curriculum alive for every child in
your class. Grades 3-7.

